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In this presentation, I will:
• Consider whether partnerships between academia
and industry can effectively provide specific skills
and knowledge to the live events industry
• Using,as examples, the on-line short course
provision from Falmouth University and both;
A Greener Festival & Attitude Is Everything

So, what the ?X*&? do I know?

But don’t take my word for it …
• In the UK, the DCMS, Culture White Paper (2016)
stated that ‘technology is expanding the ways in
which we make and experience culture’
• Meanwhile … according to Powerful Thinking the UK
festival industry creates 23, 500 tonnes of waste
annually, of which 68% goes straight to landfill.
• Furthermore, Duffy, Mair and Waitt (2019. 13.) note
that ‘the festival space may be simultaneously a site
of social inclusion and exclusion’

The starting point; MA Creative Events
Management
• Pioneering on-line course
• Significant focus on digital futures, sustainability and
event design
• Launched in 2017.
• Includes two in optional ‘face-to-face events per year
• Two years to complete with three start dates per year
• Approx 70 students
• Then we had an idea (or two) … what if we could
‘hard wire’ short courses into modules?

AGF: Assessing Sustainability for the
Live Events Industry
• Challenge of training AGF Assessors globally
• Collaborative development of 2 week short course
• Available to MA students AND external students
• Draws on AGF experience of assessing sustainable
practice at over 450 events around the world
• Covers key environmental aspects of running an
event and latest thinking and good practice
• Stage One of two-part process to become AGF
Assessor

Student feedback …
• “I would highly recommend the A Greener
Festival/Falmouth University online festival assessor
training to anybody who is keen to develop their
knowledge of environmental best practice for
festivals and large events. The information is
delivered clearly with plenty of support available from
tutors. The opportunity to hear opinions and discuss
ideas with peers via the online forums is invaluable.”
• Cohort numbers grow each time we run the course
• So, we had another idea …

Attitude is Everything: Disability Equality
for the Live Events Industry
• AiE works to improve Deaf and disabled people’s
access to live music & events
• I met Suzanne Bull in Cardiff, after a 17 year hiatus!
• New course to consider operational & legal aspects
of inclusivity and unpacks good practice & innovation
• The course takes two weeks to complete and our first
one starts on 29th April 2019

• Students like studying on line, it’s a convenient,
engaging and truly global experience…

In summary we have…
• Considered whether partnerships between academia
and industry can effectively provide specific skills and
knowledge to the live events industry
• Used the on-line short course provision from
Falmouth University as examples
• Please visit http://flexible.falmouth.ac.uk for
more information

• Do you have any questions?
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